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Discuss anything about Lexus or any other topics questions related to specific Lexus models
please use the categories above. Forum to advertise Lexus parts or parts for your Lexus -either
for sale, or wanted to buy. No commercial trading allowed. Trader should contact a staff
member. Forum to discuss modifiying your Lexus. Discuss Lexus styling body kits etc ,
performance tuning turbo chargers, superchargers, exhausts, intakes, filters, brakes for all
Lexus models. Forum to discuss the ICE setup in your Lexus. DVD player? X-Box install? Play
station? New sub? Share your Lexus in car entertainment here. Forum to discuss wheels Lexus
and OEM rims , tyres of all makes and manufacturers. Alloy wheels, Chrome rims - you have a
new set of wheels on your Lexus - this is the forum to show them off in. Join the Lexus Owners
Club and be part of the Community. It's FREE! By lfahey Started 16 hours ago. November 12,
November 11, Latest Posts Home Forums. Forums Start new topic. General Chat The Club
Lounge Discuss anything about Lexus or any other topics questions related to specific Lexus
models please use the categories above. Lexus CTh Club. Lexus LFA Club. Lexus HS h Club.
Lexus LC Coupe Club. Lexus LM Concept. Lexus Modifications Forums Forum to discuss
modifiying your Lexus. Lexus Guides Support Topics. Website Suggestions and Feedback.
Member Statistics , Total Members. Newest Member Reno Joined 3 hours ago. Sign in with
Twitter. Spraying gas what is leaking? Catalytic Converter Theft Prevention. Is this too much
rust. Screen out. Choking after highway speeds. Hi Jerry A Suppressor works by cutting out any
interference from the alternator and it could well be that the audio system cuts out when it
encounters excessive white noise coming through? Alternatively, it could be the Radio
Frequency Lock is switched off the one which auto-tunes the frequency as it changes when you
drive out of range, etc. Hi Kevin However, I would factor into the price the cost of having the
underside completely Waxoyl treated which will neutralize the corrosion and also protect it for
the future. The Waxoyl should also be injected into the chassis rails and legs and also into the
body panels as well Let us know how it all goes. Hi Cheryl I would recommend servicing the
engine to ensure that everything is running efficiently If these components have been replaced
recently or you can replace them shortly then this may bring the mpg back to where it should
be. Sign In Sign Up. News Club News Photos Videos. Unread Content Members Gallery. Menu
Lexus Enthusiast. Your Account. Forums New posts Search forums. Log in Register. Search
Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦.
New posts. Search forums. Log in. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Issues with ClubLexus. Thread starter
Sakura Start date Sep 26, Status Not open for further replies. Sakura Fan. Messages 98 Reaction
score Hello Lexus Enthusiasts members, I'm not too new here but during my time here, I have
felt welcomed and proud to which I recently repurchased a Lexus as my Daily Driver. I want to
thank you and everyone here for being so welcoming and informative about Lexus. But to what I
wanted to talk about: Hopefully - I can post this here. Sorry if I can't. I started off reading
ClubLexus prior to Lexus Enthusiasts to gather information Lexus products to see if I should
buy another car from them again. While reading Club Lexus post, I came across something
interesting. I feel like ClubLexus isn't really Club"Lexus" anymore. And some of these
comments are from from mods. I'm not sure how you can have a forum called ClubLexus when
majority of the people tell people not to buy a Lexus? Majority of everything I read is what Lexus
is doing wrong and why they suck rather than constructive criticism for improvement. Has
anyone ran across these issues within the ClubLexus community? Or is it just me? Messages 2,
Reaction score 2, Sakura said:. CLs demise is one of the reasons that LE has took off. Most
mods have not owned Lexus in a long time and have no desire to do so. And yes, most people
will tell you to get something other than Lexus. Gecko Connoisseur Staff member. Messages 3,
Reaction score 7, When krew launched Lexus Enthusiast, a number of us left CL to spend our
time here and are very happy that our efforts have been rewarded with positive conversation,
thought-provoking topics, constructive brand dialogue and most of all, great members. We are a
bit smaller than CL, but there is no comparison in the quality of our members and discussion.
You ask why CL has not made changes - to be honest, the owner sold out to a large company
called Internet Brands years ago, so while it's a skeleton of its former self, it's been run strictly
as a for-profit business without any regard for the members or brand. Glad to have you here!
Gecko said:. Messages Reaction score Club Lexus is only good for one thing right now. If you
have a problem with your Lexus previous gen you are most likely to find a solution in CL. Like
many of the guys here I knew about CL before this forum but I've since moved on. Matter of fact
when I go on CL this days is to get information on other automakers because they care more on
what other automakers are up to. A decade plus ago? I'm late to this information. I didn't know
at all. I never knew the forum was owned by a company and made for profits. That's horrible.
The car forum is suppose to be owned by enthusiast as an outlet for people to talk, discuss
future products, improvements, and share pictures of their creativity if they are tuners. I'm glad

this website is here. I was spending so much time at ClubLexus at one point to figure if I truly
wanted a Lexus or not that I started feeling a bit of hate for Lexus. Because that's all you saw on
CL, majority of the time. Especially in Car-Chat. GNS Follower. I read both, but only reply here
mostly because of the insider info we're getting. Speaking of which I am hungering for any more
info on the 4IS. GSCT said:. I am in the same boat. The model sub forums are all that I visit on
CL anymore and rely on this site for Lexus news and enjoyable discussion. Messages 4,
Reaction score 9, I gave my heart and soul to that place Glad to be a part of LE Trexus Admirer
Founding Member. Trexus said:. I hear that! I was able to get to know you meet you in person
because of CL. Those were the days and we've moved on. Been very busy with work and kids
lately and haven't had time to post but always checking things out I stopped visiting CL since it
started becoming increasingly hostile towards Lexus. And yes, the mods partake in this
hostility and even fan the flames. Lexus Enthusiast is a much better community than CL ever
was, I hope the true Lexus enthusiasts all migrate here eventually. Ian Schmidt Expert Staff
member. Messages 1, Reaction score 3, The golden rule of great Internet discussion sites is
Never Sell Out. Every forum I've been on that's sold out has gone down the tubes. That's why I
was more than happy to pay for a Premium membership here. Messages 10 Reaction score I
think that's just what you get with older communities. Like one of the communities I come from
more than 12 years ago is e46fanatics -- an older BMW community in terms of how long its been
around.. They've moved on to other cars. But they're still there cause of community. Then you
get offshoot communities where more focused enthusiasts join. Then THAT community one day
will age and people get fed up cause its "lost its soul. Benito Fan. Messages 50 Reaction score
This is a much friendlier place to talk about cars and Lexus specifically. I still look at CL but it is
becoming harder to ignore the negativity. Life is challenging enough without having to
experience that negativity when chatting about our hobbies. The problem with the toxicity and
the hostility towards Lexus on a Lexus forum is that it'll swing and motivate people to buy other
cars rather than Lexus which could have been what they are originally set on. As a personal
example: I started off visiting CL only in the beginning. Once I started looking through car chat
often, I found tons and tons of negative comments about Lexus. At one point - I started
questioning "Is Lexus good? Then luckily - I found Lexus Enthusiasts which knocked some
sense into me and realized ClubLexus was just a hostile Lexus forum rather than a forum that
promotes Lexus. I hope, hope, that Lexus Enthusiast gets bigger so it can be more of a core
place for new and future Lexus owners to visit. Last edited: Oct 7, Messages 1, Reaction score
1, Once upon a time, a long long time ago I was a member there. I agree with the overall
sentiment of this thread. I could fill a book worth of my experiences there, but I prefer not to talk
about that place. As always, HUGE thanks to krew for making this site and this forum possible
along with everyone else! This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Lexus cars import cars japanese cars.
Free random video chat that works like omegle. Car advice, tips, troubleshooting, and answers
to your car questions. Go online anytime to chat with the people you follow, or hop in as a
listener and hear what others are. Automatically sent to email after purchasing. Find a
mechanic, hear past chat search: Super excited to go race with some is s this weekend on pch
:d. Chathub is a good alternative to omegle. Find and follow posts tagged clublexus on tumblr.
Search free chat rooms and enter them with your browser! Comes with an inbuilt spoofer and
cleaner. Start video chat with strangers by selecting gender, language, country, and much more.
Explore the line of lexus luxury sedans, suvs, hybrids, performance cars and accessories, or
find a lexus dealer near you. This project implements proximity voice chat in among us. Want to
drop 40 kills everygame and fly cars? Comes with my written tutorial. Start an online chat via
web. The official page of most cars and trucks are terrible investments. Super excited to go race
with some is s this weekend on pch :d. Lexus news and discussion for owners and enthusiasts.
Find a mechanic, hear past chat search:. However, according to hagerty, these toyota models
could. February 23, Find a mechanic, hear past chat search: Free random video chat that works
like omegle. Post a Comment. Lexus is stuffing its hp 5. Tell us what you think about this
choice. Amazing news from Lexus this morning! Come meet the IS , arriving at dealerships later
this year. Full disclosure: we can't legally share what Lexus is planning, but when they shared
the details with ClubLexus, we were surprised in all the good ways. A ton of you are going to be
super excited when this news drops. No exaggeration. No false hype. Most cars and trucks are
terrible investments. However, according to Hagerty, these Toyota models could pay off in the
long run. A little bird told us that Lexus is about to announce a new F Sport model in the coming
weeks. Here's the official teaser image. What do you think it is
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??? Back on the market or, perhaps, never left , LFA No. Jump to. Sections of this page.
Accessibility Help. Email or Phone Password Forgot account? Top News and Discussions! See
more of ClubLexus on Facebook. Log In. Forgot account? Not Now. Could we be on the
precipice of Lexus spreading that V8 love all over again? I'm wondering if one of you will guess
what it is. How does the latest NX stack up to the long-running X3? These two compact luxury
crossovers offer many of the same qualities. This lifelong car dealer is quite literally living the
dream. Lexus updates its Monogram service to give buyers the option of avoiding showrooms
altogether. Lexus updates its long-running Monogram program to keep up with the times. Wait
till you see the other entries into the Lexus UX art competition! Is the replica model now better
than the original? How do these two popular compact crossovers stack up against each other?
LFA No. The brand new IS leads the way in a big weekend for Lexus. See More.

